Spring 2016

Welcome to our latest edition of the ‘Communiqué’ from Archbishop Temple School.

A message from the
Headteacher
It’s good to be arriving in school with lighter mornings and to
see the grounds beginning to recover after a very wet winter.
This term is always a very busy one in school, and particularly
for year 11 as they begin the final preparation for their GCSE
exams.

I hope you saw my email about the
letter we received from Nick Gibb MP
congratulating the school on being one
of the highest performing schools in
the country. While it is always lovely to
receive accolades like this, Nick Gibb
praises us on the outstanding work of
our teachers, which is well deserved,
but isn’t limited to one years’ set of
results, but is ongoing with every child
in every year. I’m sure you join me in
congratulating the staff at Archbishop
Temple School in delivering such an
excellent education to our pupils.

We secured tickets for three pupils to
attend a service of Thanksgiving for
the Commonwealth at Westminster
Abbey, attended by HM The Queen,
on 14th March. We invited the three
pupils who have achieved the highest
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individual number of house points this
year to represent the school at this
prestigious event. They are Patrycja
Niemyskya, Domonique West and
Caitlin Kimberley. The girls were a
credit to the school and thoroughly
enjoyed the service as well as the
opportunity to do some sightseeing
around London.

important change. As requested at
the forum, we will also endeavour to
send a ParentMail to inform you when
particular topics are being discussed
in school, so that you can use that as
a way to open discussions at home.
The revised policy is available on the
school’s website, along with other key
policies.

Earlier this term we played host to
a production team from the BBC.
Andrew Woolcock left us last summer
to go to Runshaw College, but not
before he qualified for the prestigious
BBC Young Musician of the Year
competition. Andrew has reached the
televised sectional finals, and the BBC
team were here to profile the Music
department and the influence that
Cate Gardner and her team have had
on Andrew’s musical development for
inclusion in the programmes. Please
watch out for Andrew’s performances
in the competition in the next few
weeks on BBC TV.

I would also like to take this
opportunity to thank the PTA for their
ongoing support of the school, which
is invaluable. We are always very
grateful to people who volunteer their
spare time to support the school. I
am impressed with how welcoming
and friendly their meetings are;
Mr Carruthers and I always make
a point of attending to show our
backing.
I very much hope that you will come
and join the PTA’s Colour Run planned
for April/May. We are hoping this will
be an event to rival our wonderful

type surface down which will allow
us to increase the diversity of sports
offered at Archbishop Temple School.
You may remember me writing
about our changes to our admissions
criteria. I’m very pleased that this
has meant we have increased the
number of places we are able to
offer children from partner primary
schools. The school continues to
be very oversubscribed with 805
applications being made for 150
places in September 2016. This
ensures that we continue to be a
vibrant community that is financially
secure. Details of our revised policy
are available on the school website.
I recently attended a national
conference for Headteachers, which
reinforced the need to continue to
put all our efforts into doing our
best for our young people, in a
new environment of much higher
standards and more challenging
curricula. Those of you with children
in primary school will be aware of
the increased level of challenge. This
follows through into Key Stages 3 and
4 with many aspects of the A-level
courses now transferring to GCSE.
I would like to take this opportunity
to wish you and your family a very
happy Easter. I trust that you will
have the opportunity to rest and relax
(unless of course your child is in Year
11, when they should be working
hard)! However I do hope you find
time to remember the events of the
Easter story, and be reminded of the
demonstration of God’s love in Christ’s
death and resurrection.

How amazing is God’s love,
a love that overcomes,
endures and redeems.
How astounding is God’s
life, a life that sustains,
heals and creates.

I’m very grateful to those of you
who attended the recent PTA forum
meeting led by Mrs Ashton, helping
us review our Sex and Relationships
policy. As a result of this consultation
we have redrafted the policy, which
is now entitled our Relationships
and Sex Policy, which is a small, but

Bonfire Evening. The purpose of
the evening is to have fun, but also
to raise money towards resurfacing
the tennis courts. We have secured
funding for a ‘like for like’ replacement
surface, but would like to add around
£40,000 to this sum to enable us to
put a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA)
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How awesome is God’s
hope, a hope that promises,
restores and inspires.
How absorbing is God’s
truth, a truth that releases,
changes and rebuilds.
Mrs Gill Jackson
Headteacher

day that Jesus made it possible for
us to be with God. His death brought
us life.
On that day, thousands of years
ago, the Bible claims that the death
of one man changed the course of
history.
Happy Easter!
Dave Buckley, Chaplain

WISE WORDS FROM DAVE,
OUR CHAPLAIN
The Death of One Man Can
Change the Course of History.
It’s a fairly well known fact (it
must be if I know it!) that the
assassination of the Archduke Franz
Ferdinand was critical in setting off
the chain of events that led to the
First World War.
Not only was it a bad day for the
Archduke and his family, but also
a bad day for Europe; his death
directly affected millions of people.
His life being taken that fateful day
led to millions more losing their
lives.
The death of one man can change
the course of history.
As we approach Easter we
remember the death of another
man. The death of Jesus Christ is
remembered on Good Friday. This
day is significant because of what
the Bible claims about Jesus’ death.

HOLOCAUST DRAMA
WORKSHOP
On the 28th January 2016, Year 9
pupils took part in a drama project,
run by the University of Leicester
and UCLAN, which was designed
to teach us about the meaning of
the Holocaust and the meaning of
Genocide. They did some activities
with us, and taught us about three
different Genocides: Rwanda,
the Holocaust and the Armenian
Massacre.

1Peter 3v18
Jesus Christ died once
for our sins. An innocent
person died for those who
are guilty. He did this to
bring us to God.
The message of Easter is that
the death of one man, Jesus
Christ, directly affects millions of
people. But instead of devastating
consequences, like the death of
Franz Ferdinand, Jesus’ death brings
life!
His death was for us. His life was
given for us.
That’s why that Friday is called
‘Good’ Friday, because it was on that

The first activity that I personally did
was with two ladies, Dr Fransiska
Louwagie and Dr. Caroline Sharples.
They first taught us about how even
famous people today remember and
reflect on the past. For example how
the President of the USA delivered
a speech to remember the victims
on the 20th anniversary of the
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Rwandan genocide. We then learnt
about the real meaning of the word
Genocide, and how powerful the
word really is. After that we looked
at some cartoons and learnt how
people thought that they would get
away with all this mess, back when
these conflicts were happening, and
that they would not be remembered
for what they have done, but they
are remembered.
Another activity that we did was to
look into the different camps that
were used in the Holocaust like:
Auschwitz, Bergen Belsen, and
Westerbork. We also looked into
the different types of camp like:
concentration camps, extermination
camps and labour camps. We were
asked to research these different
camps, and to create an artefact,
poster or video that could be put
into a museum, that showed what
the people running the camps would
use against the Jews in the camps.
For example: the gas pellets that
were put into the gas chambers, or
torture weapons that might have
been used on the inmates of the
camps.
One group then presented their
work at the end of the day.
Thomas Anderson and Callum
Towers, Year 9

WHAT CAN BE ACHIEVED IN
JUST TWO AND A HALF YEARS

delighted when he achieved one of
5 places in the percussion category
final. On Tuesday 8th March he
performed in the category final
at the Welsh College of Music and
Drama in Cardiff. His performance
was televised and will be broadcast
on BBC 4 on Friday 22nd April. His
performance was stunning… and
that is as much as I can tell you!
Please watch to find out the result.
Mrs C. Gardner
Head of Music

Andrew Woolcock joined Archbishop
Temple School in September 2010.
He had played a bit of guitar in
primary school, couldn’t read music
and that was about it. On arriving
at ATS Andrew signed up for guitar
and piano lessons straight away
and, on the recommendation of his
piano teacher, joined the percussion
section of concert band.
In Year 9 Andrew started drum
kit lessons and began to take an
interest in the xylophone. However,
in Year 10 everything changed.
He started to have lessons on the
xylophone and bought a marimba.
He also started conducting the
concert band. He took to the
xylophone and marimba very
quickly, performing a solo on it with
the concert band that year.
Andrew achieved grade 5 on drum kit,
guitar, tuned percussion and music
theory that same year. At Christmas
of Year 11 he successfully took and
passed grade 8 guitar with merit and
then grade 8 tuned percussion and
drum kit in the summer achieving a
distinction in both.

WINCHESTER HOUSE
SUPPORT TWO GREAT
CHARITIES
When it comes to fundraising,
Winchester House are unstoppable!
Through a variety of enterprising
activities, they have raised hundreds
of pounds for charity. Pictured
below are Lauryn Flanagan and Max
Cross (both in Year 10) presenting
a cheque for £500 to a local
representative from Cancer Research
and Reiss Massicotte, Winchester
House Captain, presenting a
cheque to Sue Stubbs. As well as
volunteering with the Red Cross, Sue
also works in the Learning Support
Department at school.
Well done Winchester House, you
are outstanding.
Mr A. Gray,
Head of Winchester House

Andrew performed a percussion
concerto with the concert band at
Symphony Hall in the final of the
Music for Youth National Festival,
and conducted the band in another
piece. He also gained a place at the
Junior Royal Northern College of
Music and decided to enter the 2016
BBC Young Musician Competition.

HISTORY VISIT TO
POLAND, 2016
How is one meant to feel upon
embarking on a school trip to
Auschwitz; a name synonymous
with suffering, cruelty, and
death? Excited? Apprehensive?
Nervous maybe?
On Wednesday 10th February
39 Year 11 pupils embarked on
an emotional visit to Auschwitz
- Birkenau to learn more about
the persecution of groups under
the Nazi regime. The visit has
proved to be a most rewarding
and moving visit for those pupils
involved, and furthermore has
inspired another group of Year
11 students to visit AuschwitzBirkenau in February 2017.
The original camp,
Konzentrationslager Auschwitz
I, today houses the Auschwitz
Museum. The students fell silent
as they walked under those gates
and into the camp.
The following two and a half
hours were filled with things
familiar from television and
books, but whose impact can only
truly be felt when seen for real:
two tons of human hair preserved
since the camp’s liberation in
January 1945; the shoes and
suitcases of the victims who
are today only known through
the crude chalk labels hurriedly
applied when the ghettos of
Europe were liquidated; and
the gas chamber – the only one
which survives here – where
hundreds of thousands of Jews,
Poles, Czechs and Gypsies walked
in without ever walking out.
If the scale and brutal
organisation of Auschwitz I was
enough to silence the group,
the sheer size of Auschwitz
II – or Birkenau – was another
thing altogether. The huts and
chimneys disappear into the
horizon behind the famous
‘railway station’ arch and the
falling rain seemed to suspend
time and lent an air of isolation
to the scenes before us. The
group visited cattle cars, sleeping
huts, and hastily destroyed gas
chambers and committed the
scene to memory. An emotional
service was held at the memorial
as a fitting conclusion to our visit.

In September 2015 Andrew became
a student at Runshaw College and
a member of staff at Archbishop
Temple, teaching drum kit and
percussion and running a percussion
group. Andrew has also been
offered a place in the National Youth
Wind Orchestra.
There was great excitement when
Andrew performed in the first round
of the BBC Young Musician and was
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Lidia’s Story
We were privileged to meet a
concentration camp survivor.
Lidia Maksymowicz was 3
years old when she arrived at
Auschwitz Birkenau with her
Mother and Grandparents. Lidia
was a Russian Political Prisoner,
not a Jew. Her Grandparents
were gassed straight away, her
mother was put to work and Lidia
was sent to the Children’s huts.
She was one of Dr Mengele’s
“Patients”. After the war, Lidia
was adopted by a local Polish
family. Her biological mother
survived Auschwitz after being
sent on one of the death marches
(although Lidia was told that
she had died - she tracked her
mother down and they were
reunited 19 years after leaving
Auschwitz). An incredible and
moving story.
This is what she said...
My life is composed of two
parts. First, a childhood in a
concentration camp. Second,
then all the rest of life. As life
has gone I still meet with people
who survived the concentration
camps. Today they are less and
less, but we still meet with each
other. We are each other, and
sometimes even the only family
for each other. We understand
each other without words.

cattle wagon, and they were killed
instantly. They were not suited for
the work. I had to grow up fast,
as all the children in the camp.

mother. I went along with some
adults who showed me a pile of
corpses and said, ”Your mother is
dead. Among those bodies”.

It was the animal struggle for
existence - it was best to sew up
the bunk in the corner so that
no one noticed that you exist.
But in the most remote corners
existed children who appealed
to the adults for help. The worst
part is they were treated like
dogs, and Dr. Mengele came and
picked the children to experiment
with. Strangers in white coats
came to take my blood, and did
something to my eyes so that for
a while I could not see. A strange
substance was injected into my
skin causing sores which covered
my body.

Again shouting, marching adults,
much confusion, fear. After a
while I understood that the men
with the stars on their caps
brought liberation. People told
me I looked like a skeleton, with
a belly swollen from hunger.
Unknown people sat me down
with other children and a soldier
in a green uniform gave me a
slice of buttered bread and a cup
of hot liniment white drink. This
was something special for me.
And still is. After 65 years this
day is the most important holiday
of the year for me. 27th January,
1945.

I would agree that the reality of
the camp was that death was not
anything special, because without
interruption someone alongside
you died. I did not know that life
could be different. After a while
I wondered why I did not see my

Then the residents of the nearby
town came to the camp. Some
woman came up to me and asked
if I wanted to go with her. She
hugged me. She was dressed in
something soft. It was fur, it was
warm and I felt safe.

Ever since I remember, my
trademark is the number tattooed
on my forearm: 70072. No name.
No last name. My name is Lydia
Maksymowicz.
Minsk. Night. November 1943.
Ramps, hundreds of screaming
beaten people, fear. I went
to camp as a three-year old
girl, where I was immediately
separated from my mother, but
during the first two weeks we met
secretly, by the wire. My mother
gave me a black bread and onions
and potatoes. At each meeting
she said to me,”Remember that
you are Ludmilla. Come from
Minsk. Your mother’s name is
Anna, and your father Alexander,
is a Soviet officer.”
Then we lost contact.
My Grandma and Grandpa were
on the same transport – a red

“Never again” by Jamie White
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My new family embraced me,
adopted me and called me Lydia.
The doctor estimated my age and
on this basis set my date of birth
as 15th November, 1939. My first
contact with a normal home was
a shock. I was surprised by the
stairs, the rooms, baths full of hot
water, the bed with white sheets
and above all the food of unknown
taste and temperature. I spoke a
camp dialect, a mixture of different
languages. This sudden change
in my environment caused both
mental and physical shock and I
was sick for months. Slowly and
with difficulty I adapted to my new
life eventually being referred to as
”normal”.
The years went by, and I went to
school in Krakow. I would play with
my friends in the backyard and
play the selection game: those to
the district, those to go to the gas
chambers.
I was 19 years old when I started
to look for information about my
real family, using my original name,
Ludmilla Bocarow. The international
research agency in Hamburg finally
wrote to me saying that my mother
was still alive, living in the USSR, in
Donetsk on Don. This information
made me angry. Why has Mother
has lived for so many years and not
looked for me? The first telephone
conversation with my mother was
using an interpreter, and we both
wept with emotion. I felt sorry for
my mother, and felt guilty as I had
made it difficult for her to search
for me, by not registering with any
exploration agency.
In the spring of 1962 I travelled
to Moscow with my foster parents,
to meet my real mother, Anna
Bocarow, with my father and
three sisters that I knew nothing
about. At the station were dozens
of reporters, cameramen and
thousands of people. I was the first
Soviet child who had returned to
the homeland after being deported
by the Nazis to Auschwitz. I was
holding a bouquet of white roses
in my hand that I wanted to give
to my mother, but I could not do
that. I looked at the thousands of
human eyes full of tears; each of
these people may have lost a loved
one, so the bouquet belonged to all
of them. My mother fainted at the
sight of me. It seemed to her that
she should see a four year old girl,
but she looked at an adult woman.

A press conference was held at the
Kremlin, with both families and
important people in Soviet politics
and culture. Thousands of people
found hope that they might find
their children who had been sent to
the Nazi concentration camps.
I did not feel Russian, however,
but Polish and soon returned
to Krakow. From savings and
compensation received for
the experiments carried out in
Auschwitz, I bought a plot of land
in Czaniec, Silesia, where my
husband built a house for us and
my adoptive parents. I now live in
Krakow, where I am happy, going
to concerts, the theatre, travelling
and playing with my grand
daughter. I visit my relatives in the
Ukraine.
I do admit that the wounds of my
childhood have not properly healed
and I feel ashamed of the fact that
I was in Auschwitz. I remember
hiding my camp number so that
people would not see it. My son still
has problems dealing with what
happened to me, but I have to deal
with it. I want to live. The fullness
of life is important to me. Death is
something different for us than for
a normal human being.

SAINSBURY’S ACTIVE KIDS
VOUCHER COLLECTION 2016

We are collecting vouchers from
Sainsbury’s from the 27th January
2016 – 3rd May 2016. These
vouchers are very important to the
school as they enable us to purchase
some excellent equipment for our
school.
Please bring your vouchers in to
Mrs Robinson at Reception.
Your help in supporting our school
is very much appreciated.
Mrs D. Dorrington
School Office

BAE SYSTEMS/MAKE IT
CHALLENGE

The Germans took everything I
had: childhood, family, fatherland. I
had to start life all over again. With
time, I forgave them because I’m
Catholic, but I have not forgotten. I
will never forget.
Mrs B. Harris, Head of History

“Memorial to millions”
by James O’Brien
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On Tuesday 9th February a team
of Year 9 pupils participated in an
enterprise challenge arranged by
BAE systems with the support of
‘Make It’, an organisation which
supports enterprise in education.
The event at Ribby Hall involved
schools from across Lancashire
competing against each other in
the design and build, even if only
a model, of an Unmanned Rescue
Vehicle(URV). The teams were
provided with resource packs and a
mentor, an apprentice from BAE, to
support, advise and give feedback
to the judges! Strict time limits
were applied which meant the
team needed to work together to
produce a URV within budget and
fit for purpose. Each team had then
to present their ideas to a panel

MUSIC NEWS

It has been another busy term in the
Music Department, with a variety of
great performances from our young
musicians.

of Dragons, and having been part
of the teacher team who also had
to take part in the challenge, I can
confirm this really was a challenge!
Here’s what some of the team said
out their experience.
“The BAE systems technology day
was a valuable and memorable
experience, it was fun as well as
stimulating with plenty of things to
be involved in when building our
rescue vehicle. There were many
times when the knowledge we
had gained during lessons came
into play when trying to overcome
design faults and flaws. Overall, the
day has helped me to see design
and technology in a different light,
it’s exciting yet productive and
there are always doors opening in
the world of DT. I would definitely
recommend this day to anyone on
the fence about taking technology
as an option, but is still a great day
whether you’re considering it or not”.
Emily Bolton, Year 9
The team: Alastair, Callum, Priya,
Emily, Leah, Thomas, Ethan and
Georgia worked effectively as a
team and delivered a persuasive
presentation. As always the pupils
were a credit to themselves and
school and although no prizes were
won, they demonstrated a range of
skill.
Mrs C. Knight, Enterprise
Coordinator and Mr T. Duggan,
Head of Design Technology

YOUNG ENTERPRISE COMPANY PROGRAMME
Archbishop Temple’s ‘The Name
Game’ continues to work towards
the finals event on 4th May and have
been busy promoting themselves and
improving their sales pitch.
On Sunday 14th February, Patrycja
(Managing Director) and Satabdi
(Finance Director) gave up some
of their Valentine’s morning to take
part in a radio interview for BBC
Radio Lancashire. The programme
was being aired from Avant Garden
Centre in Leyland and provided
the opportunity to advertise the
upcoming Spring Trade Fair that
had been organised by Young
Enterprise. The girls, accompanied
by Sarah Tinsley from YE and Mrs
Knight, discussed the importance of
enterprise and finance education as
well as the benefits of taking part in
the Company Programme. The girls
were slightly nervous, as were the
adults, but managed to give a very
good account of themselves and
the team. The girls were very clear
on the benefits of enterprise and
have clearly developed a range of
skills through their participation in
the competition. Sarah Tinsley, who
had chosen Archbishop Temple to
represent YE, was impressed with the
girls and their mature approach to
the interview and referred to them as
‘fantastic’. Mrs Knight was incredibly
proud of the girls and the way they
presented the team and their ideas
and, as always, they were a credit to
the school, the team and themselves.
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Before half term we had a day of
ABRSM instrumental and singing
exams with some more fantastic
results including Susanna Raj (Year
9) achieving a merit in her grade 6
alto sax exam and ex pupil Chloe
Wilson achieved a merit in her grade
8 flute exam. Well done girls!
On Sunday 13th March, the Chamber
Choir travelled to Leeds Town Hall to
take part in the National Choir of the
Year auditions. Whilst just missing
out on going through to the next
round, they received very pleasing
feedback.
Saturday 19th March saw us perform
at Preston Guild Hall in the annual
Rotary Club’s Charity Concert
along with two other local schools.
Performances were given by our
Senior Concert Band, ATS Jazz, New
York Choir, Chamber Choir, Senior
Vocal Girls Quartet and Indian
Dancers. All our pupils performed
well and were a credit to the school.
On Sunday 20th March the Senior
Concert Band and Chamber Choir
took part in the Music for Youth
regional heats at Rochdale Town Hall.
Both groups performed exceptionally
well and we now wait to see if they
have got through to the National
Festival in Birmingham in July.
Still to come this term are two Easter
concerts in school on 6th and 7th
April and the Junior Concert Band’s
performance at the Royal Northern
College of Music in the National
Concert Band Festival Finals (Junior
Section) on Saturday 9th April.
I would like to say a special thank
you to the families of our young
musicians for their ongoing support.
Mrs C. Gardnerl, Head of Music

OUR AMAZING LIBRARY
The Library has continued to develop
over the last few months, enticing
new library team members from
Years 7 and 8 in addition to providing
a calm environment in which pupils
can relax on the comfortable seating
with a book of their choice out of
lesson time. Lunchtimes in the
Library and Homework Club (after
school from Monday – Thursday)
are always heavily subscribed and
it is heartening to see keen, selfmotivated pupils working so hard to
complete tasks.
We have been fortunate enough to
be able to participate in a number
of author events over the last two
terms, welcoming Tom Palmer who
delivered some exciting and fun
football-focused writing workshops
to Year 7 in November, followed by
a joint venture with Corpus Christi
Catholic High School in January to
meet Helen Dennis whose new book,
River of Ink, has already attracted
some favourable reviews across our
year groups:

their superb efforts, having raised
between them over £80 of the overall
sponsorship achieved which was
£297.00.
Both our Year 7 and Year 8 pupils are
currently participating in Read for My
School, another challenge that boosts
reading for pleasure with a slightly
competitive edge. The best reader
from each year group will receive a
literary goody-bag from the Library in
celebration of their efforts.

I really enjoy mysteries and
this book is keeping me
gripped. (Nidah Hussain, Year 9)
This was a really good
adventure. I enjoyed
reading it very much.
(Khaleel Mamsa, Year 8)
More recently, a group of Year 7
pupils enjoyed a visit to Preston Guild
Hall as part of this year’s World Book
Day celebrations, where they were
treated to highly entertaining talks
and book signings by such prominent
children’s authors and illustrators as
current Children’s Laureate, Chris
Riddell, in addition to former Queen
of Teen, Cathy Cassidy and Jonny
Duddle who designed the Harry
Potter book jackets.
It is always an exciting time when
new books are displayed on the
shelves – more so when they are
swiftly removed, read and enjoyed.
Recent additions to the Fiction
shelves include the “Mission Survival”
series by Bear Grylls, Malcolm Rose’s
grisly teen detective series entitled
“The Outer Reaches”, the latest Anne
Cassidy thriller, “Moth Girls” and “See
How They Run” by Ally Carter.

We have subscribed to a variety of
newspapers and magazines on a
trial basis to gauge interest from
pupils. From April we will continue to
take First News, Focus and Horrible
Histories as these have proved to
be the most popular serials across
year groups. The Library will also
continue to take suggestions from
pupils for both books and magazines
to be added to its growing collection
throughout the year.
Our younger pupils have been
involved in some exciting and
worthwhile reading challenges, the
first of these having taken place last
term. Readathon not only encourages
children to read a variety of books in
a relatively short space of time, but
as a sponsored challenge it proves
beneficial to children in hospital
who are suffering from a range of
debilitating illnesses. Sophie Platt
and Susanna Nash (both in Year
7) were hugely congratulated on
7

The Library team itself is now firmly
established and Library Assistants
work very hard to ensure that books
are issued, returned and displayed
in a professional way. Several
members of our team have recently
completed their Gold level Library
Assistant awards – the top accolade
– and should be extremely proud of
themselves.

Occasionally, vacancies arise on
the team and we are delighted to
welcome enthusiastic, reliable pupils
who wish to take a proactive part in
helping to run the Library.
The School Library Association runs a
Library Assistant of the Year award,
its inauguration having taken place
last year. Unfortunately, as we are a
relatively new school library, we do
not yet meet its criteria. Therefore,
we decided to start our very own
ATS Library Assistant of the Year
Award. Last year, despite a very
close race, the award was presented
to James Cowell in recognition of
his unfaltering commitment to the
smooth running of the Library. This
year’s award will be presented at the
final school assembly and no doubt
it will again be a difficult task to
determine an outright winner as all
of our Library Assistants are equally
deserving.
Looking ahead, we have two major
reading events to look forward to
in the summer term. Some of our
Year 9 pupils will be shadowing the
Lancashire Book of the Year Award
and reading avidly the shortlisted
titles, giving their views and feedback
before we anxiously await the result
from County Hall in June.
We also take part in shadowing the
prestigious Carnegie Medal and all
pupils in school are very welcome
to join in. The shortlisted titles will
be available in the Library after the
Easter holiday for pupils to take out,
read and review.
Ms C. Bell, Librarian

YEAR 11 DRAMA TRIP TO LONDON

At the end of January, Year 11 GCSE Drama pupils visited London for a
two-day theatre experience. The group enjoyed watching live performances
of the famous musical ‘Les Miserables’ and also the ghost story which is ‘The
Woman in Black’. Pupils also had the chance to work with a cast member
from ‘Les Miserables’ during a workshop at Pineapple Dance Studios. As
well as visits to the theatre the group spent time sightseeing, shopping and
enjoying the rich street theatre at Covent Garden.
Miss D. Keller
Head of Drama

SPRING TRADE FAIR
A busy month for the enterprise
team and The Name Game saw
themselves involved in a Spring
Trade Fair on Saturday 27th
February. Mrs Knight and the team
arrived at the Avant Garden Centre
in Leyland at 8.30am and, having
introduced themselves to the
manageress, got on with the task of
setting up their stall. Although the
day was not a huge success, with
only a handful of customers, the
team learnt a lot about the highs
and lows of retail business. They
engaged customers in conversation,
explained the company programme
and attempted to promote and
sell their products. It was also
an opportunity to observe other
schools taking part and compare
ideas and strategies.
The staff at the garden centre
were impressed with the ideas and
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products that the pupils were selling
and commented on their polite,
mature and focused approach.
A big thank you to the other
members of staff who came along
and gave their support.
Mrs C. Knight
Enterprise Coordinator

COSMIC CLASSROOM

by pupils from around the country.
Unfortunately, none of our questions
were used but we still loved being
part of the Cosmic Classroom and
will remember the experience for a
long time to come.
Miss L. Walsh
Head of Canterbury House

CHRISTIAN SERVICE
AWARDS 2016

At precisely 2pm on Tuesday 2nd
February Year 7 joined The Cosmic
Classroom live link with British ESA
astronaut Tim Peake. Along with
nearly half a million other students
they watched the broadcast via a
live weblink to the International
Space Station. They joined in with
experiments performed by Tim
Peake and listened to him answer
questions that had been sent in

We are delighted that 9 of our
pupils have received Christian
Service Awards from the Diocese
of Blackburn

models. The Archbishop Temple
pupils are among the youngest
to receive the awards which
makes theirs an event greater
achievement.
The pupils honoured are: Gillian
Ainsworth, Elena Ball, Micah
Bimson, Alice Cowell, Lucy
Foot, Isaac Manasse, Jennifer
Vasanthkumar, Samuel Cotterill
and Sarah Hogarth
Mrs F. Ashton, Head of R. E.

Awards were presented in school
by Archdeacon Michael and at
Blackburn Cathedral in January.
The award recognises young
people aged between 15 and 21
who, through their actions towards
others, the community, the Church
or their school, have demonstrated
themselves to be of outstanding
character and as excellent role

LEARNING TO SKI IN SPAIN

Over February half term Mr Mcgee, Miss Catterall and Miss Walsh took 16
pupils to Masella in the Spanish Pyrenees to the wonderful little resort of Alp
2500. There they spent the week learning to ski or perfecting their techniques.
Everyone had a fantastic time, the sun shone and the conditions, although
not the best we have experienced there, were the best the resort had seen all
season so we felt very blessed.

Archbishop Temple School,
A Church of England
Specialist College
St Vincent’s Road
Fulwood, Preston PR2 8RA

And if 5 hours on the snow every day were not enough we also enjoyed,
bowling, shopping, silly games, Karaoke and the hotel disco, along with making
new friends from other schools.

Telephone: 01772 717782
info@archbishoptemple.com
www.archbishoptemple.com

It all added up to a fantastic week away with skills learnt and memories collected
that will last a lifetime. We just wish we could get back on the snow sooner than
next year to improve our techniques and tricks!
Miss L. Walsh
Head of Canterbury House
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